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NOTES ON PROPELLER DESIGN - 111.
The Aero@nami.cal Equations of the Propeller Blade EIwents.
By Max M. Munk.
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The air flow and the ai~ force cceate~by all elements of
h
the propeller blades lying in a ring locate~ bet=een two concen-
tric circles around the propelleraxts are independent of Fhat
happens in other rings.
.
elements are established
The aerodynauio equations of such blade
and their application.is discussed.
“
l Since the air forcss of well-desi,~ed pro~ellers are uni50ra-
.
Q distributed along the blades, the blade element= in each con-
centric riv-garound the propeller axis ~ave &roperties practic&l-
ly independent of those in other rings. Hence the design or the
ana&sis of a propeller has to be pezforiiedby designing or an&-
lyzing consecutively the eleaents of a znmber of such rings, I
proceed immediately
One such short
as a ming moving on
to the discussion of this problem. ,
piece of the biade is general~{ considered
a spiral path, The angle of each blade ei.e-
t ment may always be xeasumd frou its direction of zero lift.
There are tmo,i~ortant angles: The angle c of inclination tol
._
,.
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the.propeller pland and the angle ~ of attack z.elativeto the
air. The aix fome of’the blade
direction of the relative motion
to it. Tke former is due to the
element has ore ccwqmmt in zke
a-ridanother one ab right angie
viscosity of the air and will be
considered later. It is small in gemral an~ dces not materially
alter the character of the air flow, Wt it can by no meeas be
.
. ll~g~.~~ted.It -mayhe oalled dxag, and the other fz~ce may be call–
l
i ed lift. Ey dividing the lift by the area of the blade element -~
=nd by the dynamical pressure of the relative velocity between
blade element and air, a lift coefficient CL may be defined. .-
.“
The lift coefficient thus obtained obeys the laws established in
the ordinkry wing theory for infinite aspect ratio. In par%icu-
-’
lar, it is never very different from 21Tj3.
The lift of the blade element, the relative velocity between
l it and the air, and the absolute velocity of the blade elements
.
.
may be divided into components parallel and at right angles to
the propeller axis. The components of the relative velocity may
be Written u amd v, and those of the absolute velocity,, U endV,
wheze v and V are parallel to the axis. It may be assumed that
V at the same time is the velocity of flight. The two components
of the lift may be oalled thrust T and tangential force P.
Let 6 final13ybe the agle between the
the axis, so that
T = L COSb> P =L sinb,
,.
direction of the ltft and
The angle of incli~tion of the blade element to the plane of the
J
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p~~p.elleris then
<= 5+$,
The problem is to deduce the values of U and V if b,
CL, u, and v are given. This is done by the application of the
‘momentumtheorem. The mass of air to whioh momentum is imparted
is the mass of air passing the ring of radius r and breadth dr
.
.
~ith the velocity v. Hence it is Fez unit of time
l 2 n r dr v-p.
Momentum is imparted by both the thrust and the tangential force,
-- and it has to be assumed that half the total gain in velocity hae
been
gain
b
made when the air passes the propeller. Therefor~, half this
in velocity is
i.t CL
v——
1
2Trr 4“sin5
in the tangential direction, and
.
.
.
,
it ~L Cos 6 in the axial direction, where i
v 2 fir 7’ Siria6 denotes the number of blades and
t the breadth.
Hence, writing m for
it CL
21TrZ-
(1) V = v(1 - m cos &j/sin’b),
(2) u = u(1 + m/sin6),
From which it follows that
..
, .4.
The propeller coefficients, defined by
,
. therefore is
(4) s~= ~~cos~ = CT,ta~~.
-(1 - m Cos&”sin26)2 ; ‘Q -
.
.
l
These remains still the drag to be considered. Its infZu-
ence on the thr~st and on the acceleration can be neglected.,
The coefficient C~ is increased by ~ ,
.
(j!Il = 4 m cos cD/cT,
Q
-(l- a cos 5/”sin2ti)2
as follows from the consideration that the tangential component
‘of the drag is D COS6 and by applying the same conclusions as
before. Hence the complete coefficient of the tangential force
l
is
.
&
(5) CQ = 4mcos5 (tan5(1 - m ms ‘5/si?a d +- C.E/gJ,)..
The equations thus obtained are sufficient for the “desiun
..
and the analysis of the ‘bladeelement, but they are not yet in
such a form that they can be used ocnveniently. For this purpose
the equations have to be transformed. For purposes of design,
generally CT, CL and VIU are given, and also the number of
blades. From CL, ~ and CD cam be derived directly from the
knowledge of the wing section and are to be considered as known
.
s
..,
,
too. The three unknown quantities to be determined are the
breadth of the blade element, t, its angle of inclination, c ,
and CQ’ the coefficient of the tangential force. These can
.
easily be found if the two quantities 6 and m are known. They
.
,.
l
are to be determined first. Fnom
(6)
equation-(3):
.
This may be substituted in equation (4)
or, otherwise written
(?) tan6 = V/U + tan ~ (1 + V/U) {1 +2si&5 ./~].
,
The negative value of the square
.
l
otherwise, if CT is Small, the
side becomes very great.
root has to b’etaken, because
second term on the right hand .
This equation now can be used for the determination
It is true that the right hand side contains the unknown
of tanb .
quantity
too, but it contains it in suoh a may that its value is not great-
ly affected by a small error in tan& . The procedure is there-
fore to estimate tanti at first. It is slightly ~eater than
v/u, say 10$ for high velocities of flight and 2&~ for low
speeds. Hence 1,1 to 1,Z V/U is to be substituted for tan 6
r
—_ __
—
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,
in the right “handside of the equation, thus giving a second im-
proved value for tanti Often this improved value till be close ..__
enough to the first estimation and to the final result. If not,
this improved second approximation may be substituted tn th~
right hand side of equation (7) givi~g a t’nirdimprov@ approxi-
matior.,and so on.
.
, After the determination of 5, a is found by substituting
4
c ‘~+a-~ can be found by substituting m and 6 in
the right side of equation (!5).
Thus all quantities needed for purposes of design are deter-
mined.
3 The analysis of a given blade element, tkat is, the.cralcula- ‘
,
b tion of the’air fozce if the width cf the blade element, t, its
inclination, c, and its velocity, “tin, are given, is perfor~–..
ed similarly. The same eq~ti~ns are to b=
It may be assumed that U/V, ~, and~
tion, the relation bet~~een @ and CL must
assumed to be
CL =2Tcp.
a~plied of course.
are giver.. In adti-
be known and ma~rhe ,
f-f
~T and Cp are to be determined. In order to be able to determine
them, 8 and m are calculated first.
.
The three equations for”the determination of the unknown
9
*.
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CJ
5c–2n=
V/U = tan5 i - mcc~m~
1 + ml sin6
.
with the three un?knownquantities m, 6, and CL.
The first equation can be written
and this can be substituted in the second equatior.,giving
..
AppVj the function tan on both sides, taking into considerateion
that the last term is small
or transformed
Now the value.of m, as derived from the third equation, is given
by equation (6). The two expressions have to be e?lualand hence ..
i they give an equation which Contains.only the @ne unknown quantity
h trod. . The re~sulting equation can be written
____
-———
This equation can be used for the determination of tanb in the
same way as was equation (6). Tan 5 has to be assumed to have
a value between tan c and V/U.
.- If tar.5 iS found> CL is quickly calculated by means of
(lo) CL =2n (C-5)
and
and thus all quantities occurring in.equations (4) and (5) are
known and,.being substituted, will give the values”of CT and ~.
I wish to.add some zeinarksreferring to the actual soluticn
. of equations (7) and (9). Th’edete~.ination of tan& can be made
in less “thanone miaute if the following rules aze observed.
In both equations occur tan6 and sin6 and it would take
.,
too much time to look”for sinti in-a table after tanb is giveil
or assumed. The sine can be dete-ai-nedfrom the tangent nuch
more quickly by means of the slide iule.” For
6
‘“ ‘/=-==s
This can be solved by one move of the runner and the rule.
\
The reader is requested to take his slide rule and to compute the
*
following example in order to convince himself how much more
“b
-9=
quickly he can perform the calculation than Z can explain it.
(See figue).
Suppose, for example, that ‘tanb = .40. Place the runner .
on the graduation .40 of We lower fi.taleD. Tlien,the runner in-
dicates .16 on the upper soale A. . Add 1 to ttis: 1+.16=1.16
and move the rule so that its upper soale B shows this 1.16 under
c
the mark of the runner. Then the left end of the runner gives
m 0in5 = .372 on the lower scale D and sinU5 = ,.138on the upper
scale A. ,.
.
In the solution of equation (’7),the following
are to be computed, in the
rule: Given V/U,.,CT,and
(a)”= 2 siz?~
%2
(e)= tan6 (1 +
tg6 = v/u
o“rdergiven, by means of
tan&,. approximately
v/u) l (d)
+ (e)
expressions
the slide
,(b) =l+(a)
If (b) is considerably greater than 1, (d) has the value
&“
For the solution of equation (9): Given V/U, tan ~ , H
and tan 5 approximately (it lying between V/U and tanc ).
–lo-
(a) = 1 +tanc tan6
(b) = (1 + “V~U) sin 5
(f) = (b) + (d)
(c) = tanc (b)
(e) = V/u (d)
(g) = (GI+ (e)
Sirl=tj B —Al,
..
11 B
Scale A
1‘f c
“ D
sin 6 tan 6
